where Q , is the channel rrain. and w, is an additive Gaus- sian noise sample. The following is used throughout the presentation:
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of coding and diversity reception to enhance system performance in mobile communications systems has recently become feasible. Therefore, the performance of trellis coded modulation (TCM) schemes over mobile fading channels has recently received considerable attention. The average bit error probability Pb is the most useful performance measure. Since explicit evaluation of Pb appears impossible, the development of bounds on Pb has been extensively researched [l-61. The union bound technique is based on where IC is the number of input bits per encoding interval, P ( z -+ 2) is the PEP, a(z + 2) is the number of associated bit errors, and C is the set of all legitimate code sequences. But the evaluation of even the union bound is difficult since P ( z + 2) requires residue calculations [3]. Thus, bounds on P ( z -+ 2) itself are used to compute (l), resulting in a weaker union bound. Recently, however, a method has been developed to compute the union bound exactly [6] for the ideal CSI case. This paper provides a more general method to evaluate the union bound exactly with ideal or imperfect CSI. Thus, the method is applicable to practical schemes such as differential detection and pilot tone aided detection. Performance evaluation for diversity reception of TCM in Nakagami fading is also provided.
SYSTEM MODEL
The received complex sample at time n is Y n = anzn + un leaving/deinterleaving) and identically distributed RVs. A3 Each an remains constant during a symbol interval (i.e., non-selective slow fading)
A4
The receiver has some form of CSI given by & which is a complex Gaussian RV. The correlation coefficient between a and iin is p. If p = 1, ideal CSI exists. For practical channel estimators lpl 5 1. The more , u deviates from unity, the larger is the performance penalty.
PAIRWISE ERROR EVENT PROBABILITY
Consider two codewords z = {zl, 22,. . . , ZN} and 2 = {&, ,522,. . . ,ZN} of length N . The Viterbi decoder computes the path metrics [3, (9) (4), and using the standard analysis [9] , it follows that where the partial derivative can be computed with Assuming maximal ratio combining (MRC) and independent fading branches, the PEP is given as [ll, eq. (711 
(8)
where m k is the Nakagami fading index and ^/k. is the average signal-to-noise ratio for the kth diversity branch. Similar to Section 4, let
The number of distinct values that Dn(4) can take depends on the size of the signal constellation. As before, the transfer function T ( D ( # ) , I ) can be determined by a signal flow graph with the branch labels I"Dn($) for uniform trellis codes [8] .
Combining (l), (8) and (4), and using the standard analysis [9] , it follows that where the partial derivative can be computed with [9, 4.5.91. While this integral has no analytical solution in general, its numerical computation poses little difficulty, and simple techniques such as the Simpson method are adequate. Example 3: Consider the reception of rate 1/2, twostate trellis-coded QPSK in Nakagami fading with dual MRC reception. This coded modulation is analyzed in [lo, Example 9.11 for ideal CSI. In the absence of fading, the transfer function is given as In this case, using branch label gains, Dn (4) (lo) , carrying out the integration, and evaluating the derivative at I = 1, one has the union bound for this coded modulation. Fig. 3 shows some performance curves for several values of Nakagami fading index (m = 0.5,1,2). It is seen that increasing values of m k lead to improved performance.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A novel method to compute the union bound (exactly) on the average bit error probability of TCM schemes over Rayleigh fading channels has been derived. The contour integral can be evaluated with simple numerical algorithms. The method facilitates the evaluation of the system performance in fading channels where ideal coherent detection is unrealizable. The basic results have also been extended t o the case of dual diversity reception and Nakagami fading. 
